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Anomalous ellipticity dependence 
in nonsequential double ionization 
of ArXe
Cheng Huang  , Mingmin Zhong & Zhengmao Wu

Using a three-dimensional classical ensemble method, we present a theoretical study of nonsequential 
double ionization of ArXe dimer aligned along the minor axis of the elliptically polarized laser pulse. 
Numerical results show that NSDI probability firstly increases and then decreases with the laser 
ellipticity increasing, which is different from atoms. Moreover, the correlated electron momentum 
spectra from elliptical polarization are always asymmetric, and the asymmetry is enhanced as the 
ellipticity increases. Analysis backward in time indicates that in NSDI of ArXe aligned along the minor 
axis the recollision occurs via a semi-elliptical trajectory.

Nonsequential double ionization (NSDI)1,2 is one of the most fundamental processes in intense laser-atoms/mol-
ecules interactions. It provides an excellent platform for the study of electron correlation effects3,4 and thus has 
attracted increasing experimental5–15 and theoretical16–29 efforts in the past decades. Nowadays it is accepted that 
NSDI occurs by an inelastic recollision process30,31: Firstly one electron tunnels through the suppressed potential 
barrier by the intense laser field and then the electron is driven back by the oscillating laser field and knocks out 
the second electron by colliding with the parent ion inelastically.

This recollision picture leads to the understanding that any transverse motion of the first ionizing electron is 
unfavourable for its return32. For example, in elliptically polarized laser field, the first ionizing electron is pulled 
away from its core by a transverse electric filed force. Generally the free electron misses its core when it returns 
back in longitudinal direction because of existence of a transverse deviation originating from the transverse elec-
tric field. Previous studies have indicated that the deviation originating from the transverse electric field can be 
compensated by a initial transverse momentum33–35. For the larger laser ellipticity, the transverse electric field is 
stronger and thus the required compensating transverse initial momentum is larger. Because the initial trans-
verse momentum distribution is a Gaussian distribution centered at zero, NSDI yield sharply decreases with the 
increase of laser ellipticity33.

Initial transverse momentum can eliminate the transverse deviation from the transverse electric field and 
make recollision occur between the first ionizing electron and its core. Alternatively, if a target molecule with a 
large nuclear distance is positioned along the minor axis of the elliptic field, the recollision may occur between 
the first ionizing electron and the other core in the molecule even if the initial transverse momentum of the first 
ionizing electron is zero. In this case, NSDI yield may not decrease monotonously as laser ellipticity increases.

In this paper, we explore the ellipticity dependence of NSDI yield of the molecule aligned along the minor axis 
of the elliptic field and the electron correlation behavior. We choose ArXe dimer as the target. The equilibrium 
internuclear distance of ArXe dimer is about 8.0 a.u.36, which is comparable to the deviation from the transverse 
electric field. Numerical results show that NSDI yield of ArXe dimer aligned along the minor axis firstly increases 
and then gradually decreases with the laser ellipticity increasing, and the correlated electron momentum spectra 
from the elliptical polarization are asymmetric. Analysis backward in time indicates that in elliptical electric field 
the recollision occurs via a semi-elliptical trajectory and only the electrons ionized near the maxima of longitu-
dinal electric field can return from negative direction and recollide with the Ar core. The single-direction return 
results in the asymmetry of correlated electron momentum spectrum.

Methods
In this paper, we employ the three-dimensional (3D) classical ensemble model with a soft-core potential for the 
Coulomb interactions proposed by Eberly and coworkers37,38, which has been widely recognized as a reliable and 
useful approach for interpretation and prediction of strong-field double ionization phenomena39–42. In this model, 
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the evolution of the two-electron system is determined by the Newton’s equations of motion (atomic units are 
used throughout unless stated otherwise):
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 is the electric field of the elliptically polarized laser pulse. Its major axis is 

along x direction. E0, ω and ε are the electric field amplitude, the frequency, the ellipticity of the laser pulse, 
respectively. f(t) is the envelope of the 800 nm laser pulse which has a trapezoidal shape with two-cycle turn on, 
six cycles at full strength, and two-cycle turn off.

In this work the target is ArXe dimer aligned along the minor axis of the elliptically laser field (i.e., y axis), as 
shown in Fig. 1(a). Its equilibrium internuclear distance is R = 8.0 a.u. The Ar and Xe are fixed at (0, −R/2,0) and 
(0, R/2,0) respectively. Here we are focused on NSDI induced by heteronuclear recollision, which corresponds to 
ionization channel ArXe → Ar+ + Xe+ + 2e. Thus we only need to consider one outmost electron of Xe and Ar 
respectively. For convenience the electron around Xe is denoted electron 1 and the electron around Ar is denoted 
electron 2. The interaction between electron and the parent ion can be modeled by the two-center soft-core 
Coulomb potential →V r( )ne i   =  − + − + + − + + + +x y R z a x y R z a1/ ( /2) 1/ ( /2)i i i i i i

2 2 2
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the soft parameters of Xe+ and Ar+, which make the model molecule avoid unphysical autoionization. In our 
calculation we have set a1 = 4.0 and a2 = 2.0. The electron-electron interaction is → →V r r( , )ee 1 2   =  → − → +r r b1/ ( )1 2

2 . 
b is set 0.01 to prevent numerical singularity.

To obtain the initial condition, firstly electron 1 and electron 2 are put respectively near Xe+ and Ar+ and their 
positions are obtained by using a random Gaussian distribution. Once the positions of electron 1 and electron 
2 are given, their potential energies are fixed. In order to match the first ionization energies of Xe (0.44 a.u.) and 
Ar (0.58 a.u.), we need to add a specific kinetic energy to electron 1 and electron 2 respectively. According to the 
kinetic energies of electron 1 and electron 2, the amplitudes of the momentum vectors of the two electrons can 
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Figure 1. Initial state of the classical model ArXe dimer. (a) Sketch of ArXe dimer in the elliptically polarized 
laser field. R is the internuclear distance. (b) Electron distribution in x–y plane of the classical model ArXe 
dimer. (c) Initial energy distributions of electron 1 (blue) and electron 2 (red). (d) Initial transverse electron 
momentum distribution.
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be obtained. Here the directions of the momentum vectors of the two electrons are assigned randomly. Then 
two electrons are allowed to evolve a sufficiently long time (400 a.u.) in the absence of the laser field to obtain 
stable position and momentum distribution. The electron position distribution of the initial ensemble is shown 
in Fig. 1(b). The energy distributions of electron 1 (blue curve) and electron 2 (red curve) are shown in Fig. 1(c). 
Their energy distributions peak at −0.44 a.u. and −0.58 a.u. respectively, which match well the first ionization 
energies of Xe and Ar. The electron transverse momentum distribution of the initial ensemble is shown in 
Fig. 1(d). Once the initial ensemble is obtained, the laser field is turned on and all trajectories are evolved in the 
combined Coulomb and laser fields. We check the energies of the two electrons at the end of the laser field, and 
a DI event is determined if the energies of both electrons are positive, where the energy of each electron contains 
the kinetic energy, potential energy of the electron-ion interaction, and half electron-electron repulsion.

Results
Ellipticity dependence of NSDI probability. Figure 2 shows the probability of double ionization as a 
function of the intensity of the 800 nm laser pulse for the ellipticity 0(blue), 0.1(red), 0.2(green), 0.3(purple). 
One can see that all of the four intensity-dependent curves exhibit a clear knee structure which is recognized as 
the signature of strong-field NSDI. In this work we are focused on NSDI of ArXe dimer, i.e., the knee region. It is 
obvious that NSDI probability of ε = 0 (linear polarization) is not the largest. This is different from atoms where 
NSDI probability of linear polarization is larger than that of elliptical polarization. More interestingly, the four 
curves cross each other. It means that the ellipticity where NSDI probability is the largest changes with the vari-
ation of the laser intensity. For example, for 1.2 × 1014 W/cm2 the NSDI probability of ε = 0.1 is larger than those 
of ε = 0.2, 0.3 and 0. For 9 × 1013 W/cm2 the NSDI probability of ε = 0.2 is slightly larger than those of the other 
three ellipticities.

In order to more clearly exhibit the ellipticity dependence of NSDI yield of ArXe by elliptically polarized laser 
pulses, in Fig. 3 we present NSDI probability as a function of the ellipticity for the laser intensities 6 × 1013 W/cm2 
(green), 9 × 1013 W/cm2 (red) and 1.2 × 1014 W/cm2 (blue). For the convenience of comparison, those values from 
the laser intensities 6 × 1013 W/cm2 (green) and 9 × 1013 W/cm2 are multiplied the factors 11.8 and 2.24 respec-
tively. It is obvious that NSDI probability always firstly increases and then decreases and reaches a maximum at 
a critical ellipticity. The location of the maximum, i.e., the critical ellipticity, is significantly different for different 
laser intensities. The critical ellipticity gradually decreases with the laser intensity increasing. At 6 × 1013 W/cm2,  
the critical ellipticity is 0.23. When the laser intensity reaches 9 × 1013 W/cm2 (red) and 1.2 × 1014 W/cm2, it 
becomes 0.18 and 0.14.

Semi-elliptical recollision trajectories. Because in our calculation the propagation of the electrons in 
time is classical, we can tag individual key trajectories and then carefully back examine their histories at the end 
of a simulation. Here, by tracing those classical NSDI trajectories, we find that for ArXe recollision occurs via 
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Figure 2. Probabilities of double ionization as a function of the intensity of the 800 nm laser pulse for the 
ellipticity 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3.
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semi-elliptical trajectories. It is different from atoms in elliptically polarized electric fields, where the returning 
electron need execute one or several ellipses before recollision34. It is because for atoms the first ionization and 
recollision occur at the same core and the electron has to travel one or several whole ellipses to achieve recolli-
sion. However, for ArXe dimer the first ionization and recollision occur at different cores and thus a whole ellipse 
motion is not required to recollision. This is clearly shown in Fig. 4 by a typical recollision trajectory from those 
NSDI events at ε = 0.18 and I = 9 × 1013 W/cm2. Firstly the outmost electron 1 of Xe with smaller ionization 
energy is ionized and the electron 2 around Ar is still bound. In major axis direction (x direction), electron 1 is 
first pulled away from Xe core and then is driven back when the electric field reverses. In minor axis direction 
(y direction), electron 1 is accelerated by the transverse electric field and moves to −y direction. When electron 
1 arrives around 0 in x direction and −4 a.u. in y direction, i.e., the position of Ar core, recollision occurs and 
electron 2 is knocked out. In this process the first ionizing electron only moves in −x part and experiences half an 
ellipse, not a whole ellipse, before recollision. So we call it semi-elliptical recollision trajectories.

Discussion
In order to obtain more deep understanding for ultrafast dynamics in NSDI of ArXe by the elliptically polarized 
laser pulse and its dependence on the laser ellipticity, we perform statistical analysis for classical NSDI trajecto-
ries and find out the single ionization time tSI, the recollision time tr, and the double ionization time tDI. Here, 
the single ionization time is defined as the instant when one electron achieves positive energy or passes over the 
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Figure 4. A typical recollision trajectory from those NSDI events at the ellipticity 0.18 and intensity 9 × 1013 W/cm2.
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suppressed potential barrier43. The double ionization time is defined as the instant when both electrons achieve 
positive energies44. The recollision time is defined as the instant of closest approach of the two electrons after the 
first ionizing electron escapes the core.

Figure 5(a,b) show the distributions of the single ionization time for those NSDI events from ε = 0 and 0.18 at 
the laser intensity of 9 × 1013 W/cm2. The black and magenta curves show the electric field in x and y directions 
respectively. The zero of the electric field is marked by a black dashed line. The most obvious difference between 
ε = 0 and 0.18 is that for ε = 0 the single ionization occurs near each extremum of the longitudinal electric field 
(Ex), but for ε = 0.18 the single ionization only occurs near those maxima of Ex. It means that for linearly polar-
ized laser field the ionizing electrons from each extremum of Ex can induce double ionization but for elliptically 
polarized laser field only those ionizing electrons from the maxima of Ex can induce double ionization and those 
from the minima of Ex can not. This can be understood as follows. Because of the smaller ionization energy for 
Xe than Ar, the first ionizing electron is from Xe. For linearly polarized laser fields, after single ionization the free 
electron is only driven by the electric field in x direction. The occurrence of recollision needs a negative transverse 
initial momentum to make the first ionizing electron move from the vicinity of Xe (y = 4 a.u.) to the vicinity of 
Ar (y = −4 a.u.). The situation is the same for those electrons emitted to −x and +x direction. Thus the electrons 
ionized from the maxima and minima of Ex can induce the same number of NSDI events. However, for elliptically 
polarized laser fields after single ionization the free electron is also driven by the transverse electric field Ey. If the 
electron is ionized near the maximum of Ex, the subsequent transverse electric field Ey is positive [see the magenta 
curve in Fig. 5(b)] and can pull the ionizing electron to Ar core, which facilitates recollision. In contrast, if the 
electron is ionized near the minimum of Ex, the subsequent transverse electric field Ey is negative [see the magenta 
curve in Fig. 5(b)] and will drive the ionizing electron to +y direction. It makes the electron move away from Ar 
core and the recollision can not occur.
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Figure 5. (a,b) Show distributions of the single ionization time (tSI) for those NSDI events from ε = 0 and 0.18. 
The black and magenta curves show the electric field in x and y directions respectively. (c) Shows distribution of 
the travel time (tr − tSI) for those NSDI events from ε = 0.09, 0.18 and 0.29. The laser intensity is 9 × 1013 W/cm2.
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For linearly polarized laser fields, a negative transverse initial momentum is required for the occurrence of 
recollision in NSDI of ArXe. For elliptically polarized laser fields, the transverse electric field can pull the first 
ionizing electron to the vicinity of Ar core in y direction. When the ellipticity is small, the transverse electric field 
is not enough strong to drive the first ionizing electron to arrive at the Ar core. In this case a negative transverse 
initial momentum is still necessary for recollision. With the ellipticity increasing the required initial transverse 
momentum becomes small and thus NSDI probability gradually increases. When the ellipticity is large enough, 
the transverse electric field can drive the first ionizing electron to the Ar core. If the ellipticity further increases, 
the transverse electric field becomes larger and thus the time that the first ionizing electron is pulled from the Xe 
core to the Ar core becomes short [see Fig. 5(c)]. The shorter travel time results in the smaller returning energy. 
Thus for the large ellipticity the NSDI probability decreases with the ellipticity increasing. As a whole, the NSDI 
probability firstly increases and then decreases with the ellipticity increasing.

The discussion above has indicated that the transverse motion of the first ionizing electron is determined by 
the transverse electric field Ey. For the elliptically polarized laser pulse Ey is proportional to the laser intensity and 
the ellipticity. If the laser intensity increases the transverse electric field of the laser pulse with smaller ellipticity 
can drive the first ionizing electron from the Xe core (y = 4 a.u.) to the Ar core (−4 a.u.). Thus the critical elliptic-
ity gradually decreases with the laser intensity increasing.

We can make a rough estimate of the critical ellipticity which corresponds to the largest probability of NSDI 
for a given intensity based on the simple-man model. In this model, the electron is considered to be located at the 
Xe core (x = 0, y = 4 a.u.) with zero initial velocity when the first ionization happens. Then it is only governed by 
the laser electric field. As is well known, for a linearly polarized laser field the trajectory where the first electron is 
ionized at 0.048 cycle after the extremum of the electric field and returns at 0.709 cycle has the highest returning 
energy. In order to make recollision occur for this type of trajectory in the ArXe system driven by the ellipti-
cally polarized laser field, the transverse distance the electron moves during the travel time (from 0.048 cycle to 
0.709 cycle after the extremum of the field) should be equal to 8 a.u. (the nuclear distance of ArXe). According 
to this condition, we can calculate the amplitude of the required transverse electric field. It is 0.0048 a.u. This 
transverse electric field corresponds to different ellipticities for different laser intensities. For 6 × 1013 W/cm2 
(green), 9 × 1013 W/cm2 (red) and 1.2 × 1014 W/cm2 used in this work, the corresponding ellipticities are respec-
tively 0.117, 0.095 and 0.082. Firstly, these estimated values gradually decrease with the laser intensity increasing, 
which well agrees with our ensemble calculation. Secondly, these estimated values are smaller than those values 
from our ensemble calculation. It could be attributed to two factors. One is the effect of Coulomb potential from 
the parent ion which is ignored in the simple-man model. The other is the contribution of the short trajectory 
where the travel time of the electron is smaller than that of the particular trajectory with the highest returning 
energy. Our statistics show there are a large number of short trajectories contributing to NSDI.

Now we turn to the ellipticity dependence of the electron correlation behavior. Figure 6 shows the correlated 
electron momentum spectra along the major axis direction (x direction) of the elliptically polarized laser pulse. 
The laser intensity is 9 × 1013 W/cm2. The ellipticities are 0, 0.09, 0.18 and 0.29 for panel (a) to (d). The two 
electrons are not distinguished. These correlated electron momentum spectra have notable difference. Firstly, 
for linear polarization case (ε = 0) shown in Fig. 6(a), the electron pairs almost uniformly distribute in four 
quadrants. However, for elliptically polarized laser pulses (ε ≠ 0) those distributions are not uniform. They are 
asymmetric with respect to the minor diagonal. It is because for linear polarization the electrons ionized from 
the maximum and minimum of Ex have the same probability to induce recollision, but for elliptical polarization 
only the electrons ionized from the maximum of Ex can return to the vicinity of Ar core from −x direction and 
induce recollision. The single-direction recollision results in the asymmetry of the correlated electron momentum 
spectrum from elliptical polarization.

Furthermore, the population of NSDI electron pairs in the third quadrant decreases with the ellipticity increas-
ing, as shown in Fig. 6(b–d). When the ellipticity increases to 0.29, there are almost no electron pairs left in the 
third quadrant. Those NSDI events in the third quadrant need that both electrons involved in NSDI have negative 
longitudinal momentum (x direction). Our statistics find that electron 1 (the first ionizing electron from Xe) more 
likely drifts out with a positive final longitudinal momentum than with a negative longitudinal momentum with the 
ellipticity increasing. The decrease of the probability of electron 1 with negative final longitudinal momentum results 
in the population of NSDI electron pairs in the third quadrant decreases with the ellipticity increasing.

The outmost electron 1 of Xe is emitted around the maximum of Ex [see Fig. 5(b)]. Firstly, it moves to −x 
direction in a positive longitudinal electric field, and then is driven back from −x direction when the electric field 
reverses. Thus it has a positive longitudinal momentum before recollision. After recollision, electron 1 transfers a 
part of energy to electron 2 and it remains free with a positive longitudinal momentum. If the effect of Coulomb 
potential of the parent ion is ignored, the final longitudinal momentum of electron 1 is pfx = pix − Ax(tr) where pix is 
the residual longitudinal momentum after recollision and Ax is the vector potential of the electric field in x direc-
tion. −Ax(tr) is the acceleration from the longitudinal electric field after recollision. After recollision electron 1 has 
a positive residual longitudinal momentum pix. In order to make the final longitudinal momentum pfx of electron 1 
negative, a large enough acceleration to −x direction is required. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the recollision 
time for the ellipticity 0.09 (blue), 0.18 (red) and 0.29 (green). The sketch of the electric field (Ex) and negative vector 
potential (−Ax) in x direction is also shown. The acceleration from the electric field to electron 1 in −x direction 
increases with increasing time delay between the recollision and the minimum of Ex. As shown in Fig. 7, with the 
ellipticity increasing, the recollision time moves to the minimum of Ex. It is because the successful recollision needs 
shorter travel time for the larger ellipticity, which has been discussed above. For the larger ellipticity electron 1 will 
obtain a smaller acceleration to −x direction, which is difficult to pull back the returning electron 1 and make it 
finally drift to −x direction. Thus the probability of electron 1 with negative final longitudinal momentum decreases 
with the ellipticity increasing. Finally it results in the decrease of the population of the electron pairs in the third 
quadrant of the correlated electron momentum spectrum with the increase of the laser ellipticity.
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Conclusion
To conclude, we have investigated the ellipticity dependence of NSDI of ArXe dimer aligned along the minor axis 
of the elliptically polarized laser field. Different from atoms in elliptical electric field, where NSDI probability 
monotonously decreases with the ellipticity increasing, NSDI probability of ArXe dimer aligned along the minor 
axis firstly increases and then decreases and reaches a maximum at a critical ellipticity. Moreover, the critical ellip-
ticity gradually decreases with the laser intensity increasing. Analysis backward in time indicates that in NSDI of 
ArXe dimer aligned along the minor axis the recollision occurs via a semi-elliptical trajectory, and with the ellip-
ticity increasing the travel time of the first ionizing electron shortens and the recollision moves to the extrema of 
the longitudinal electric field. It results in the decrease of the population of the electron pairs in the third quadrant 
of the correlated electron momentum spectrum as the ellipticity increases.
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